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Abstract 
In this article we derive rates of convergence to normality for randomly stopped sums of suitably normalized i.d.d. 
random vectors in 54”. The summation indices r,, are assumed to be stopping times - an assumption which is often 
fulfilled in interesting applications such as sequential analysis, random walk problems and actuarial mathematics -
for which 7, /n converges in probability to a limit function T satisfying the moment condition /(log(~ V e)Y dP < 00 
for some E > 0. 
Examples show that the convergence rates presented are sharp and that the moment condition imposed on the 
limit function T cannot be dispensed with. 
Keywords: Sums of independent random variables; Summation index depending on summands; Rates of convergence 
1. Introduction 
Let (J2, ..rd, P) be a probability space, 1 l I the Euclidean norm in Rk and denote by .S$Rk), 
s 2 1, the system of all &measurable random vectors X : Lt + Rk fulfilling / 1 X 1’ d P < 00. 
For s 2 2, let Xn E.~$IR~), n E NJ, be a sequence of i.i.d. random vectors with positive 
definite covariance matrix V. We define 
sn =y-1/2$(Xv-/Xv dP), S; =n-“‘is,, 
P,=P 0 S;, ps= / IS,l” dP 
and denote by NO,, and a,,, the standard normal distribution over (WA and its distribution 
function, respectively. Furthermore let r, : L? + N, n E N, and T : f2 + (0, 00) be d-measurable. 
By the classical random central limit theorem, 
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probability, or equivalently if 
0, for all E > 0, (1 1) . 
(see [9] for a discrete limit function 7 and [2] for arbitrary 7). 
The rate of convergence for H(T~, T) was first investigated for random variables T,, or T 
which are independent of the process XV, v E N (see [4,5] and the literature cited there). In [4], 
Landers and Rogge obtained for constant T (and X,, E.S?@)), H(T,,, T) = O(E,,) under the 
assumption 
(1 2) . 
where rt - I/’ < E,~ + 0. If, furthermore, ~~ is independent of X,, v E N, assumption (1.2) can be 
replaced by 
PIE,‘,, < ?) = O(&,) (1 3) . 
(see [4, Remark 51). 
Let @Y be the system of all convex Borel-measurable sets of Rk and put 
@T,, 7) := SUP (pp; EC) -N,.,(C)I. 
CEF” 
In [7], Landers and Rogge obtained (for ,Xn EP@!?) and for arbitrary random variables 
~ac>Q and ~~1 convergence rates for H(T~, T) depending on the distance between the 
o-algebras CF( 7) and CF( X, , . . . , X,,) (the u-algebras generated by 7 and X,, . . . , Xn, respec- 
tively) with respect to the one-sided Hausdorff metric. If do, -qO CL%' are a-algebras, define 
d(A, go) = inf P(A 
6 E.G.t?~ 
A B), p(c.Qq-p eq))= SUP d(4 go)- 
A cd” 
Then p(~&, So) + p( So, MO) is the Hausdorff distance b+veen tiO and So (if the u-algebras 
S& St, are completed). According to [7, Theorem 2.11 H( T,, T) = O( E,) + O( S,), if relations 
(1.2) and 
p@(r), ~(Xlt..v Xn)) = O(n-*(log n)“) (14) . 
hold true, where 
n- ‘? 1 Cy=- 2’ PC -;, 
n - ‘I2 log log n, 1 a! = 5, P -:9 = -_ 
n-*/*(log n)Bf3’2, 1 a = 2, p> -& 
n-“(log n)a+p, O<a<& paI& 
As an application, Landers and Rogge [7] obtained 
G(n*, 7) = O(n-‘I*), 
for each stopping time 7 with 17’ d P < 00 for some 6 > $ 
(15) . 
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In case of stopping times T,, assumption (1.4) is automatically fulfilled according to [7, 
Corollary 2.121 if the limit function 7 assumes only finitely many values and if, moreover, 
P( ~J&G-:) = o( t2 -a(log n)“) (16) . 
holds instead of (1.2). 
In this paper we obtain - under much weaker assumptions on the limit function T - the 
results which Landers and Rogge [7] derived from their Theorem 2.1: 
(i) For each stopping time 7, relation (1.5) follows from 
/ 
(log log(T v e))“* dP < 00 
(see Corollary 2.2); 
(ii) for stopping times T,, the convergence rate !&, r) = O(S,,) follows from (1.61, if 
/(log(~ v e))’ d P < 00 for some E > 0 (see Theorem 2.4). 
Examples show that the convergence rates as well as the moment conditions on the limit 
function 7 Lre (essentially) optimal. Another example demonstrates that our results are not 
implied by [7, Theorem 2.11. 
In the following we write J& = a( X,, . . . , X,,) and JZ?.. = {A EM: A n {y =n} E&,~ for all 
n E N}, where y : f2 + NJ is a stopping time with respect to J$, n E N. 
2. The results 
Theorem 2.1. Let X,, EY,(R~), n E N, be i.i.d. with positive definite cocariance matrix V. Let 
T,, :6! --) N, n E N, be MT-measurable, where T : fi --) f?/ is a stopping time. If 
0 i P(& < T) = O(E,,), 
for some sequence E,, , n E N, with E, + 0, and 
(ii) /(log lOg(T V e))“* dP < 00, 
then we halie 
sup 1 p(q, E q - N,,,(C)) = Ok,,)* 
CE5F 
Proof. Let without loss of generality jX1 d P = 0 and V = I. By Lemma 4.7(n) we obtain for all 
A,, EJ~? with A,, C (27 < T,,}, 
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where Adenotes the complement of A. Choosing A,, = {P,~T,~ 2 7}, the assertion follows, since 
by Lemma 4.10, 
I IS; ldP < cz( k)p,l(log log( 7 v er))“’ d P. 0 
Coronary 2.2. Let Xt, E.Y~(IR~ 1, n E N, be i.i.d. with positire definite cottariance matrix V. If 
is a stopping time fttlfilling the condition /(log log(~ V e))‘/” d P < 00, then we haL?e 
P(S,:, E c) - lvJC)l = O(n-I”). 
CE% 
Since the convergence rate in the Berry-Es&en theorem is sharp, it is impossible to replace 
condition (ib of Theorem 2.1 by P{& < 7) = O(E,,) with &/E,~ + 00. Furthermore, Theorem 
2.1(i) cannot be weakened to P{& c 7) = OG,,) with E,,/E, + 00 (see [4, Example 61). In both 
cast; YCC can only obtain the convergence rate 0(&J in Theorem 2.1. 
The following example shows that the moment condition (ii) of Theorem 2.1 cannot be 
weakened and that the convergence rate 0(&J in Theorem 2.1 is attained even under the 
stronger condition P{E~T,, < 7) = 0 (in place of Theorem 2.1(i)). We write [x] := min{i E N: i > x} 
for x E R. 
Example 2.3. Let X,#, n E N, be a sequence of independent N,,,-distributed random Lyariables. If
T : 0 + IQ, = ( 16’: i E R4) is a stopping time, then there exists a stopping time T : L? + N, such that 
for E, + 0 we hare 
0 i @,.,(o) - P($& < 0) 2 clqI, if /(log log T)*‘* dP < 00; 
( ) ii @&O) - P(sI& < 0) >, y,b,,, with b,l TOO, 
if /(log log 73”” dP = 0~; 
(iii) /(log log T)~” dP < 00 * /(log log T)“’ dP < a. 
( Let Tn := [F,; *T] . Tl zen T,, is o(r)-measurable, hence ti7-measurable, with P(,,~T,, < T} = 0. 
Therefore, the assumptions of Theorem 2.1 are frrlfilled wheneever IOog log T)“’ d P < 0.) 
Proof. We define 7 according to Lemma 4.16 by 
7 := T inf V E Mz: s,:,. > C 
Then T is a finite stopping time fulfilling relation (iii). 
Since P{T = x) = 0, we may assume without loss of generality that T is finite everywhere. To 
prove relations (i) and (ii), let a,, := c(log(log rz/log 16))“? By definition of T we have 
S: 2 aT. 2 0. (1) 
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Now, Lemma 4.2 yields for E, < 1 that 
3 pcdo) - @, 1( -,,+)) dP, , by (lb 
From this, relations (i) and f.ii) follow. u 
The applicability of Theorem 2.1 is restricted to &measurable summation indices T,, for 
some stopping time 7, while in many app1ication.s of the random central limit theorem one 
deals with a sequence of stopping times T,, such that ~,JIz converges to some arbitrary limit 
function 7 (not necessarily a stopping time). The latter situation is covered by the following 
theorem, the proof of which is given in Section 3. 
Theorem 2.4. Let X,, ES;(IR~), n E N, be i.i.d. with positire definite corariance matrix ‘V. Let 
T,, :0 + IV, n E N, be stopping times and 7 : 0 + (0, 00) be &-measurable. Let 0 < cy < :, p E R 
and d,, d,, E > 0. Assume that 
0 i 
(ii) 
(iii) /(log(T v e))’ dP < 00. 
Then we h&rlje 
( ) a oup IP(S,; E C) - N,,,(C)1 =: O(Q, 
CEK 
w sup P (nr)-1’2S7,, E C} -, iv,,,(C)1 = O(&,), 
CES’ 
I 1 
where 
+/2 1 
9 
0; = - 
2’ p<-5, 
~3 - “2 log log n , 
I a!= 7, p= -5, 
4, = 4,(W P) = i nl-“‘(log n) p+3/2 , lx = $, p> -5, 
\n -“(log n)n+P, O<a<$, p4R. 
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The following example shows that condition (iii) of Theorem 2.4 cannot be weakened 
essentially. In this example Theorem 2.4(i) is fulfilled, since T is bounded away from 0. 
Furthermore, condition (ii) of Theorem 2.4 follows from Example 2%). 
Example 2.5. Let 0 < CY < $, p E R and a > 0. Let X,,, n E M, be a sequence of independent 
,-distributL=d random ryariabks. Then there exist stopping times 7,, : L? + N, n E N, constants 
c, d,, d, > 0 and a random variable 7 : f2 + [d,, 00) such that 
0 i Ii . $) = O(n-“(log n)‘), 
(ii) /(log log(r V e)i” dP < 00, 
I.. 
( 1 111 Qi, *(O) - P(S; < 0) >, cS,zb,l, . n 
kth b,t t x, M?here 6,, = ~,,(cY, p> is defined as in Theorem 2.4. 
Proof. Let T, : L! + N, = (16’: i E IV} be a stopping time with 
P{T, =n) = c,(log @(log log II)-~-~-~“, n E N,. 
Then we have 
I (log log T,)ufb dP < m, for b < &. 
If Tz is defined according to Lemma 4.16 by 
7-2 := T, inf v E N, : S,:,, 
1 \ 
.c,(log( ~)i”‘). 
then Tz is a finite stopping time with 
/ 
(log log Tz)u+h dP < oQ, for b < $x 
(1) 
\ 
(2) 
Now define 7 := T&log log T, Jvalcr and stopping times T, : fi? + N, n E N, by 
7n ‘= EnTl l{,, < expexp(n”‘“)) + nT,I{T, 2 expexp(fP’“))’ 
Ad (il. Since T 2 d, for some positive constant d,, there exists d, > 0 such that 7-l <d, and 
P( i$-+;) G P( T, 2 exp exp( naiu)} 
follows. This implies relation (i). 
Ad (ii). Since T v e < T,, we have by (2) that 
/(log lOg(T V e))” dP < /(log log T,)” dP < m. 
Ad (iii). Relation (iii! follows in a similar way as relations (i) and (ii) of Example 2.3. 0 
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By a slight modification of Example 2.5 we obtain an example in which the convergence rate 
O(S,) of Theorem 2.4 is attained. Furthermore, the construction shows that the convergence 
rate in Theorem 2.4(ii) cannot be replaced by Ok,) with lim,e,n”(log n)-fi = 00. 
Example 2.6. Let 0 < a! < 3 and p E 08. Let X,,, n E k4, be a sequence of independent No ,-distrib- 
uted random variables. Then there exist stopping times T,, : 0 + N, n E N, constants c, dl, d, > 0 
and a random variable r : L? + [d,, 4 such that 
(i) P( 12 -II> $1 =O(n-“(log n>“), 
(ii) /(log(T v e))” dP < 00, for b <cu, 
. . . 
( ) 111 G,,,(O) - qs: < 0) 2 cs,. n 
(In particular, Theorem 2.4(i) holds, since r > d,, and Theorem 2.4(C) follows from Example 
2.6(i).) 
Proof. Let T, : l2 + N, be a stopping time with 
P(T, =n) =c,(log n)-‘-“(log log n)P, n E &, 
and let 
be defined according to 
n E k4, by 
7, := [nd l,T, < expn) 
Lemma 4.16. Define 7 := T,(log T1 )- ’ and stopping times 7, : f2 + N, 
+ nT21{*, aexpn)’ 
Now the assertion follows as in Example 2.5. q 
The following example shows that there exist stopping times 7 : In + N which fulfil Theorem 
2.4(iii) but not condition (1.4). Therefore, it is impossible to derive our Theorems 2.1 or 2.4 
from [7, Theorem 2.11. 
Example 2.7. Let X,,, n E k/, be a sequence of independent N,,,-distributed random variables. We 
define a finite stopping time r : 0 + N, = (2’: i E IW} by 
7 := inf ( 4 < n E N,: S, - %,2 ’ dtna,) 9 
where 
log 2 
1 - %.l(%) = - log n ’ 
n 24. 
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E5en there exists a constant c > 0 such that 
(i) /(log $ dP < a, for E < 1, 
(ii) p@(r), u(X,,...,X,)) >,c(log n)-2, n EN,. 
(With 7 = nr, Theorem 2.4(Z) is ob[Gously ful’lled (for arbitrary cy, /3). Furthermore, Theorem 
2.4(i) hllds with d, = 1, so that Theorem 2.4 yields the com,ergence rate O( n - ‘i2), whereas [7, 
Tcteorem 2.11 is not applicable.) 
K Let A,. = (s, - s,,,~ > iFa,}, 4 < u E N,. Then we obtain 
log 2 log(+) 
P( xJ = 1 - log = 
log V ’ 
and hence by independence of A,, 4 < u E M,, 
This implies relation (i). 
To prove (ii), let B, =O and Bn = n VEN,AS,,Gn&, 4 <n E N,. 
We obtain (for n E N, J 
P(7= 2nlcr(X ,,~..,~~,))=l,P(A,,,Io(X,,...,X,,)) ” 
= 1,P(A,,) = 
log 2 
n log(2n) 
fB” G +, 
since AZ, and a(X,, . . . , XJ are independent. Therefore, 
P(P(T = 2n]JQ>r)=O 
follows and hence by Lemma 4.18 we infer 
P(+), a(X,,...,X,))~d((7=2n), dn) 
=P(7= 2n) ac(lOg nJS2, n E N,. Cl 
3. Proof of Theorem 2.4 
Let without loss of generality IX, d P = 0 and V= I. We prove the theorem for d, = d, = 1; 
the proof for arbitrary d,, d, runs analogously. Let N, = (2’: i E N) and choose vO = V&Y, /3) 
such that 
(1) 
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Furthermore, we assume without loss of generality that 
7” < v exp(vl/E), vg < v E fU (2) 
(Otherwise fV := rV A (V exp(vl/E)), v E kJ, are stopping times fulfilling relation (ii) [with Fn in 
place of ~~1, where ( xi := max{ n E Z: n G x}.) 
For v E IV, v g n, we define stopping times p,(n) : 0 + N by 
As a( Q-measurable function, 
p,(n) is MT,,-measurable. 
Moreover, let 
N(1, n) := ( vEN,: ZJ,<V< an), 
(4) 
n 
N(2, n) := v E N,: vg < v < - 
log n ’ 
N(3, n) := N(3, n, CY, p) := (v E N,: v. < v <nG,,(a, p)) 
and 
j(i, n) := j(i, n, a, p) := max N(i, n), i = 1, 2, 3, 
such that 
v. Q j(3, n) < j(2, n) Q j(1, n) < $2, for n 2 no. 
In the following we use the abbreviation p(i, n) for pj(i,n)(nJ, i = 1, 2, 3. 
We show later that 
First 
P( I( ~(;,~~)i”‘- lo.,.) =O(S,,), 
sup P ~(1, n)-‘/‘S, E C} -PIs;o,,, E C)( = 0(6,), 
CEe 
I t 
SUP 
CER 
SUP 
CEF 
SUP 
CEF? 
p(s;,, ,,)E c) -p&2., E q = WA * 9 
p(s;,2,,, E c) - p(s;,, n)E q = w%)~ -9 
p&3 n) -9 E c) - p(s; "(I (n)E c}l = WA 
sup 1 P{S,* 
CEg “(I 
(,,) E C} - No,,(C)1 = 0(n-‘/2). 
we deduce the assertion from relations (5)~(10). According to (6)-(10) 
sup P ,u(l, n)-“‘S, EC} - No,,(C)1 = O@,,). 
CEK I { 
(5) 
(6) 
(7) 
(8) 
(9) 
(10) 
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By (5) and Lemma 4.14 this implies 
P(S,: E c} - N,,,(C) 1 = O( 6,), 
thereby proving assertion (a). Since 
relation (b) follows from (a) and (ii) by Lemma 4.14. 
In the following ci denote positive constants depending on k, a, j3, E, P 0 X,, P 0 T (and 
d,, d,). 
Ad (5). Let 
Then we have for sufficiently large n E N that 
I&l, n) - TfI l&3(,, G %TA3,,,- 
Hence, 
and 
since, by conditions (i) and (ii), 
P(B(n)) d c&. 
-Let now C E E be chosen arbitrarily. 
Ad (6). It is easy to see that 
1% -IL(lT n)llB~,, G 27~~l,njTi(*.R~18(n). 
From this we conclude that 
Wi 
where the last inequality follows from Lemma 4.4. 
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This inequality also holds with c in place of C. This yields 
I 1 P I49 n) 
-y.” E c} - P(S,;,,,, E c) 1 
= P(p(L n) -1’2srn E cY scL;l n) . E C} + P{ p( 1, n)-“ZS, E C, S&,n, tZ C} 
G 2P(B(n)) + 2c2ajtl,n)* 
Now (6) follows from relation (11). 
Ad (7). Let 
and 
D(n) := 
% ,n) 
- 1 G $&), 
I I 
?iG&n) 
j(L n)r j(2, 47 
Yn '= Tj(l,n) ” 7j(2,n)* By condition (ii), 
P(D( n)) G c$,, l (12) 
Furthermore, ‘y, is a stopping time and ~_c(i, n), i = 
that 
1, 2, are &..m-measurable. It is easy to see 
Now Lemma 4.8 yields 
/I ( p YCl.n, =ItiA) 
<c, ~(1, n)-1’2 
, 1 PP, 4 
- q SCL;2,n) E c I =!Q (lD(n) dP 
+ ~(2, n)- ‘I2 
l-Ip(2, n) -‘I (p(Tn) + \lILoIS;lijlD(n,dP 
where the last inequality follows from relations (3), (13) and (14). 
Since / 1 SY:, 1 d P G c,/G by (2) and Lemma 4.10, we obtain 
I ( p s;l;l.n) E c, - p(s;(,,n] E c, / 
G c7Sn + P(D(n)). 
Now (7) follows from (12). 
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TO prove relations (8) and (9, we define 
- 2T‘.,,( < ss;,&,,), vg G v E N,, 
and use that 
B,=(r,v f;/2f4(r, A TV,,)}, (16”) 
IQ&,) f c,C(log v)Y W) 
Let y,,(n) = (j(2, n)/+, for v E N(2, n)\N(3, n) and y,,(n) = T” for v E N(3, n). Then r,(n) 
is a stopping time and p,(n) is &‘y,.,,,-measurable. We write 
a,(d) = 
PYW 
P,(n) -4YN ? 
b,(n) = (p,(n) - ~Y~(~))-“~S~Y,(.P 
Z,(n) = J Pm &Y(n) -4% ’ b,( ?I) = (p,,(n) - 473 - “*&, 
where (by relation (3)) 
p,(n) - 4y,(n) 2 &(n), for n an,= 
We show later that 
/( NO.,(%WC - b&W) - N,.l(%,2 WC - b,/,(n))) dP 1 
< c9 
I P”(n)Y”/,(n) - P”,2WY”W 1 
+ 
i Yk) - am,, I 
PaAn b%,zM J 4%,2(n) 
1 
B” 
dP 
for v E N(2, n), and 
“t~2n)//Nu.r(a,/l(n)C-~“,2(n)) -N,,(c)I1, 3 Y dP~c,,hz. (20”) 
(Obsem ihat the coefficients a,(n), ii,(n) and the vectors b,(n), b,(n) are random, i.e., 
functions defined on J2.) 
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First we conclude relations (8) and (9) from inequalities (19) and (20). 
Ad (8). From (15) and (3) we obtain for v E N(2, n)\N(3, n), 
I P,(n)Yv,*(n) - Pv,2W%(n) 1 1 
P”b )P”,2@ J 
< 62 
B,, ’ w 3 n ano, 
and 
n an,. 
Moreover, Lemma 4.10 yields 
< ci4S,Z(log n)+2/ Jlw ~w+Y”,,(n)) w 
and hence, according to relation (2), 
GC15 u* s2 
Now (19) and (20) imply 
c 
uEN(2,n)\N(3,n) 
I/( &*l(%(n)C - b,(n)) - %J( a”,2bw - b,,20)) dP / 
<‘16 c svZ+cll$ C Y”(log # + C17Sn 
vENC?,n)\N(3,n) vEM2,n) 
Gc18 ny S since C Sz = O( S:nfiJ = 0( S,,). 
vEru1 
lJ>t16, 
Writing 
Yti9 n, = Yj(i,n)Cn)y a(& n) = ajti,nj(n)9 b(i, n) = bjti,n)(ft), 
we obtain from Lemma 4.7(i) that 
I ( ’ ‘if,nl E c, - p(sj.Zt3 -. n) E c, 1 
= 
I/( 
p( s;(2,n) E c 1 d4y(2.n)) - p( ‘it3,n) E ’ 1 d4v(3.n) 
)) I 
dP 
G (No *(a(& n)C - b(2, n)) -No &7(3, n)C - b(3, n)): dP * v 
(21) 
+q9/( ~(2, n)-“2 + p(3, I$“~) d P. 
NOW (8) follows from (21) and (3). 
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Ad (9). Analogously to the proof of relation (8), we obtain for v E N(3, d, 
I P,(f47,,2 - P,,2W” I 3 v -- 
PUwPv,20 ‘2n’ 
1 TV - G/2 1 
Ct”,2W 
and 
s,2/Pv;,W 1’2l G”,, I dP G c2& 
u log v v- l n 
Therefore, relations (19) and (20) imply that 
< c,n -1 c v + c2g -1’2 c /logs; + C& c zqlog 4 + C& 
v EN(3,n) vEN(3,n) uEN(3.n) 
Gc26 ny 6 since C u=O(nSn). (22) 
uEN* 
V<?liS, 
Now (9) follows from Lemma 4.7(i) and relation (22), analogously to (8). 
Ad (19). Let 
A,(n) = 
I/ 
b&(n) 
Pn(n) - 4Yv(n) 
C - (P,(n) - 4Yv(n))-1’2Sq(y,(n)A~“,~~n~~9 
U n, = S4(~v(n) v r,,2(n ) - Slymn) A r,/2(n))' 
BY relation (16A &y”(n) v y,,2(n) n B, C dqr,(n)/\ r,,z(n)); therefore, Jfy (n! v y ,z(n) n Bv and 
0tx4ty 00 A y,,$O)+ 19 X4(y,tn) A rv,2(N)+29 l l l ) are independent according to Lrnrni 4.1. Since the 
stoppkg times p,(n), r,(n), y&z) are ~~~~~~ v ,, ,2(,I-measurable, Y this implies 
No,~(a~(n)c -b,(n)) - N~,~( arc - (Pv(~) - 4Yv(n))-1’2S4y./20 
= sgn( y,( n) - yvi2( n))[(No,I( A,(n) - h(n) - 4%(n))-‘/2Y) 
G /I/( &,I( A,(n) - (P&w - 4y,(n)P2y) - N,,,(A”(n)))P O Y,(n)(dy) 'B, dP9 
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and hence, by Corollary 4.6, 
// 
IY12 
G c27 E.Lv(n) - 4Yls4 p O Y,(@(dY)l," dP 
< 2C27 / 
I K(n) I * 
P&o 
1, dP<c,, / 
I r,(n) - Yv,*W I 
i%,*(n) 
1, dP, 
where the last inequality follows from Lemma 4.11 (via independence) and relation (15). 
From Lemma 4.5(i) and relations (18) and (15) we infer that 
/I ( NO,, a,(+ - (I%(n) - 4yv(n))-1’2s41u,*~~)) - M,J( %,*@)C - b,,*(n)) lb” dP 
G ‘29 / 
I PlwY”,2W - Pv,*(n)Yv(n) I 
ksnkJ,*ko 
1, dP + C3&/PP,2@) - 1’2l ~4y,.,,~n~ I d*? 
(24) 
According to Lemma 4.7, in conjunction with relations (3) and (17), we have 
/I ( p q(n) E c I d4u..m) - N,,,(a,(n)C - b,(n)) llB Y dP < @nV-a(log v)’ 
and 
/I ( p s;“,*w E c I d4Y,,z!n) ) - &&,,,,(n)C - b,,,,(n)) lb Y dP G c3&,~-“(log dpm 
Since B, =G(T,. A Ty,*) =JG(yy(n) A y,,*(n))’ this implies 
I/( N,.,(%bw - k(n)) - &,,(a,,2bw - k,*(n)))b” dP1 
= No,l(a”(n)c-b,(n)) -p(s;(n,~cI~4ycn,))ls dP Y Y 
+ j(pP;“,,) E c I Jf4s ) - N, ,(a,(n)c - &Cn>))b dP Y 7 Y 
+ /( &I( &(n)C - h,(n)) - &I,,( %,h)C - k&)))bv dp 
+ /(N&1( %,*(n)C -b,,*(n)) - P(S&n, E c I ~4T”,,))b” dP 
+ /( P(s;‘,,dn~ E c I M4y,,z(n) ) - w&v,*boc - bv,*(n)))b,, dP1 l 
gc32 n 6 ~-“(log v)’ + /I N&,,( n)c -b,(n)) - &,,(a,,2b)C -&,2(d) 11s. dp. 
Now relation (19) follows from (23)~(25). 
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Ad (20). From Lemma 4.5(i) and relation (18) we obtain that 
/I N,,(~“wc -b,(4) - N,,lUllB” dP <‘33//& (1 +IsiT”l)b,, dP* 
Y 
Furthermore, by relation (3) and Holder’s inequality, 
and hence by Lemma 4.11 and relation (17), 
G c3js,*Ym/4P( B”)1’z c C366nV-a’4(log Y)p’2. 
Denoting the left-hand side of (20’) by L(n) and using relation (21, we conclude 
This implies by Lemma 4.17 and relations (17) and (31, 
where 
A(P)=(~~lsjl > ,,zq~~- -I- a,}, 
B(v, CL) = ( max I Sj I > ~~(1/3(lOg log ~ + log ~) + ~)). 
JQP 
Now (20’) follows from Lemma 4.13, and relation (20”) can be proven analogously. 
Ad (10). Relation (10) follows immediately from Theorem 2.1. q 
4. Auxiliary lemmas 
In this section we collect some lemmas which are needed for the proofs of our results. 
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Lemma 4.1. Let X,, : Q + Rk, n E N, be i.i.d. and let y : 0 
o(Xy+l, Xy+2, l l J are independent and X,, + n, 
+ N be a stopping time. Then .$, and 
n E N, are i.i.d. with the same distribution as X,. 
Proof. See iv3, p.138, Lemma 21 for k = 1. The proof for arbitrary k runs analogously. q 
Lemma 4.2. Let Xn E~‘&IW~), n E N, be i.i.d. with /X1 dP = 0 and covariance matrix I. If 
p : 0 + N is tiY-measurable, where y : f2 + N is a stopping time, then for B E IEBk and A ESY’ with 
Proof. Follows immediately from the version for constant indices I_C and y in [6, Lemma 11. q 
Lemma 4.3. Let Xn G?‘&Rk), n E N, be i.i.d. with jXl dP = 0 and covariance matrix I. Then 
there exists a constant c = c(k) such that 
sup 1 P(S,* E C) - N,,,(C) 1 < cp,n-1/2. 
CEE 
Proof. See [l, p.165, Corollary 17.21. •I 
The following lemma is an immediate consequence of the version for constant indices p and 
y in [7, Lemma 4.21. We write @ := {c: C E 55’). 
Lemma 4.4. Let X,, E_.Y&R~), n E f%, be i.i.d. with /Xl dP = 0 and covariance matrix I. If 
p : L? + N is tiY-measurable, where y : Lt + N is a stopping time, then there exists a constant 
C = c( P 0 X,) such that for S > 0 and A E& with A c {p > (2 + 8) y} we have 
P(S E N: 1 i -p I< Sy, ~-1/2§i E C, S; e C 1 hVIy)lA < ciV21,, 
*for every C E 59 U F. 
Lemma 4.5. There exists a constant c = c(k) such that for a > 0, b E Rk and B E Bk we have 
(i) IN,,,(aB+b)-N,,,(B)[~c(la-ll+lbl), 
(ii) INo,,@ +b) + I@, dl&)&,,(dx) -No,I(W~ dbl 29 
where ( x, y > denotes the usual inner product between x and y. 
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Proof. Relation (i) follows immediately from [6, Lemma 41. Inequality (ii) is verified like [6, 
Lemma 4, relation (2)] (use Taylor’s formula instead of the mean value theorem). 17 
Corollary 4.6. T!lere exists a constant c = c(k) such that for B E 83’ and YE.L$(R~) with 
jY dP = 0 we have 
bmma 4.7. Let X,, E.Y@“), n E N, be i.i.d. with jX, dP = 0 and covariance matrix I. If 
~1: 0 + I$J is My-measurable, where y : 0 + N is a stopping time, then there exists a constant 
C =c(k) such thatforAEM withAc(2y<p} wehave 
0 i <cp,p-“21A, 
(ii) 
for every C E 5% 
proof, Ad (il. We have by Lemmas 4.2 and 4.3 that 
G C SUP i LK) - 4 dc) I ltF=n.,=v+A . 
n,vE& CEv 
..vdn 
Gc,(k)p, C (n - V)-“21~p=n,y=p~lA Gc2(k)~+-1’21A- 
n vE.N 
2 v<n 
Ad (ii). Follows from (i) and Lemma 4.5(i). 0 
Lemma 4.8. Let Xn EP’~(R~), n E N, be i.i.d. with jX, d P = 0 and covariance matrix I. If 
jliZfl+N, i= 1, 2, are $,-measurable, where y : L? + N is a stopping time, then there exists a 
constant c = c(k) such that for A EM with A c (2y \<p, A I_c,) we have 
for every C E K 
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Proof. By Lemma 4.7(i) we obtain 
IP(‘T,‘,ECI~~)-PP(S;2ECI~~)l1A 
G cr(k ,P,( ELI l’* + IG 1’2) +IW&~+W -hr,,,UW-V 9 
with 
Now the assertion follows from Lemma 4.5(i). 0 
Lemma 4.9. Let X,, E~JIR~), n E N, be i.i.d. with /X1 dP = 0 and covariance rnatrti I. T/ten 
there e&t constants ci, i = 1, 2, such that for n E N and t > 0, 
0 i < c,P3ktm1e-“/2 + 4knP{ I X, I> c,\l;;t), 
if t2 < 2 log n, 
( 1 ii P max { jsn 
if t2 2 2 log n, 
. . . 
( ) 111 P max { j<n 
Sj I > &(t + J”)} < c,p,kn-1/2t-6 + 4knP( I X, I > c,&t), 
sjl>G(t+fi)} < c,p3k(t-1e-r’/2 + n-‘/2t-“). 
Proof. Let without loss of generality k = 1. By Levy’s inequality (see, e.g., [lo, p.844, relation 
(611) we have 
P{ max Sj > &(t + a)} < 2P(S,: > t). 
j6n 
Ad (iI. According to [8, Theorem 11 there exist constants c3, c, such 
with t2 < 2 log n, 
/P(S~~t)-~o,,(t)~dc~p~n-1~2exp(-~t2)+nP(IX,I>c~\/;;I 
From this we obtain for 0 < t < {2 log n , 
(1) 
that for n E N and t E R 
tl)* 
P(S,* > t) d 1 - @+Jt) + c,p,n-‘/2 exp( - it2) + nP( I X, I > c,&t). 
Since 
(2) 
1 
1 - Q0 ,(t) < rt-l exp( - it’) 9 
@IT 
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and 
at - *I2 exp( -$f’) <c,t-’ exp(+), for +2 log n, 
relations (1) and (2) imply 
P{ max Sj > &(t + a)} < c6P3t-Le-‘2/2 + 2nP( I Xl I > Cd&t). 
j d n 
4d (ii). According to [8, Theorem 21 there exist constants c7, c8 such that for n E N and 
1E with t’ 2 2 log n, 
IP(Si ~t)-~u,l(t)(~c,p,n-1’~t-6+nP[lX, l>c,\/;;ItI). 
Now relation (ii) follows analogously to (8, since for t * 3 2 log n we have 1 - @,,,( t ) < 
c n-‘/“t-6 
9 . 
Ad (iii). Follows from (i) and (ii) by Markov’s inequality. 0 
Lemma 4.10. Let Xn E_E”,(W’), n E N, be i.i.d. with jX, d P = 0 and covariance matrix I. Let 
y : C? + N be &measurable. Then there exists a constant c = c(k) such that 
/ 
1 S; 1 dP < cp3 
/ (log log(y v ee))‘/* dP. 
ProofL Let without loss of generality y 3 3 and put 
A,, := {m~ISjI>lh(y3lOglOg U +a)}, U>4. 
j<cv 
We shall show 
V- “* 1, ycy 1 Sj 1 1AL. dP < ‘I( k)p,(lOg v)-~‘** 
Writing N, = (2’: i E N}, this implies 
/IS; 1 dP- /JTi;(i3 log log(2y) + l/z) dP 
<fi C v-l’* / mmISjl1, l~v,2<yGvJ dP<c,(k)p,. 4<v~N, i<v L, 
Ad (1). By Lemma 4.9(iii) we have for v 2 4 and i E N, 
P{ max 1 Sj I > G(i)3 log log V + \“)} 
j<v 
< cJk)p,(i-I(3 log log Y)-I’* exp( - $i* log log V) + v-‘/*iW3(3 log log v)-~‘*) 
< c4( k)p,i-*(3 log log v)-1’2(log Y)-~‘*. 
(1) 
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Hence -sinceIIYIhiP~~~=OP(IYI>i}- 
179 
/ 
maXjGvIsjI 
q/log + fi) 
I,,, dP Q 2 C Pi max ISj I > i6( \/3 log log v + “,} 
iEN i<v 
< C5(k)P3(3 log log v)-“2(log v)-3’2 
follows. cl 
Lemma 4.11. Let X,, EZ’~(W~), n E IV, be i.i.d. with /X1 dP = 0 and covariance matrix K. If 
y : fi --) N is H-measurable, then there exists a constant c = c(k) such that 
/ 
lsy121{y4,~) dP=P2n* 
Proof. Let without loss of generality k = 1. We have (see, e.g., [lo, p.858, Inequality 43) 
/,ax&12 dPg8/ISJ2 dP. 
i<n 
Hence it suffices to consider the case y = n. In this case the assertion holds true according to 
[6, Lemma 71. q 
Lemma 4.12. Let YES?, and N, = (2’: i E N}. Then we have 
Proof. Since CuEN,,v .+zJ~/~ < 2$/*, we obtain 
c (v log Y)3’2P{ 1 Y I > (V log V)3’2} 
VGN, 
= x (u log Y)3’2 c P{ (p log p)3’2 < I Y I < (2p log(2cL))3’2} 
VEN, PENI /1>V 
= c P{ (p log p)3’2 < I Y I < (2p log(2p))3’2} c V”*(log up* 
CLENl VEN, 
V<p 
< 2 c (p log p)3’2P{(p log p)3’2 < I Y I < (2p log(2P))3’2} 
PEN, 
~2 IYldP. •I 
/ 
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Lemma 4.13. Let Xn E.&(R”), n E N, be i.i.d. with jX, d P = 0 and covariance matrix I. For 
E > 0, there exist cmstants c, = c,(k, E), c2 = c,(k) such that 
where 
B(V,&d)z {max ISjl> ~i$(1,3(10glOg /L +lOg v) + a)}- 
.i<IL 
Proof. If Y is some nonnegative random variable, then we have for a > 0 that 
/ / 
Y 
Yl Iy,aI dP=a -1 a 
Ad (i). By (1) we obtain for p E N,, 
Moreover, by Lemma 4.9(C), 
< c3p3kp-1/2i-6(2 log P)-~ + 4kpP{ I X, I > c4i/2p log EL). 
Now relation (i) follows from (2) and (3), since 
(1) 
(2) 
(3) 
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and (by Lemma 4.12) 
c, c , c $‘2$log j.k P{ I x, I > c&&El. log I-c } 
Ad (ii). From (l), we obtain for 4 < I_L E IV,, 
/ max 1 sj 1 1/3(v,p) j<cL 
dP< 2;&(\:‘3(log log /A + log u) + a) 
I 
max I Sj I > VI&(if3(1Og log p + log V) 
Furthermore, by Lemma 4.9(C), we have 
P{ max I si I > &L (i/3( log log /L + log v) + a)} 
j<cL 
< clop3k(i-‘(3(log log p + log v))-“~ exp( - $i2(log log p + log v)) 
+I-L -‘/2i-3(3(log log p + log v))-~‘~) 
Hence relation (ii) follows from (4) and (5), since 
C C C &i-’ exp( - +i2(log log or. + 
VEN, ~&PEN, iesN 
+w} . 
and 
Lemma 4.14. Let Y, : 0 * DB” arzd [,, : L? + R be random rlariables such that for 0 < a,, + 0, 
0 i sup I ml E cl - N,,AC)I = Ok 
CEP 
( ) ii ‘( 15,: - 1 I > a,,) = O(a,,). 
(4) 
(5) 
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Then we hare 
SUP I p(!LY,, E c) - N”.K)I = W,J 
CEV 
Proof. See [7, Lemma 4.41. Cl 
Lemma 4.15. There exists a constant c > 0 such that 
No,ztml ((-w, c,log rn]lN) = O(m-““l), 
for each positire definite m x m matrix C(“” with 2i.y’ = 1 and Zi,y’ < $, i z j. 
Proof. Let A(“*) be the fz x m matrix with Ai’J) = 1 and A\‘J’ = $, i #j. By Slepian’s inequality 
(see 111, p. 103, Theorem 5.171) we have 
Since NO.A,rptb = N,ltf+’ 0 Up,, . . ., y,,,) + (&6y, -Y,,), . . . , $(&Y,?, -Y#, 
I?1 
< 1 - @{, (&r . - 2ci log m ) + @o.,(u)“1 (4 
follows for arbitrary u E R. Choosing II such that 1 - Q&4) = 3(log ml/m, it is easy to see 
that 
and II > 1 g log m , if r72 is sufficiently large; hence also 
1 - Q. @71( - *cl log m ) < 1 - a0 ,( i$ log m ) < m-x/3, . . (4) 
for c sufficiently small. Now the assertion follows from relations (l)-(4). III 
Emma 4.16. Let X,,, n E N, be a sequence of independent No,,-distributed random rlariables. Let 
T:fi-,N, = (16’: i E Ni) be a stopping time. If c > 0 is chosen according to Lemma 4.15, then 
is a finite stopping time (i.e., P{ 7 = m} = 0) and 
/ f(T) dP<m * / 
f(T) dP<m, 
for each increasing function f : N2 + [0, 4 with f(n) = O($og II ) and f(n2) = O( f(n)), n E N2. 
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Proof. By definition, T is a stopping time. To show that T is finite P-a.e., let Q,,(A) := P( A I T = 
n) for n E N with P{T = n} > 0. By Fatou’s Lemma and the conditional central limit theorem 
we have for arbitrary a,, E R that 
QI 
-7-- 
tt 
\ 
f%i S,,:, 2 a,, > lrrn Q,,(S,,:, > a,) = I - @“,r( a,J > 0. 
vE& I VEN, 
TY This implies Q,jrun,, E N2S,:, > a,, } = 1 by Kolmogorov’s zero-one law. Hence we obtain 
thereby proving the finiteness of T. 
Concerning the last statement of the lemma, we show that for I_L E N,, 
(1) 
From this we conclude 
(T/T>T}~~~ +>T) GC,, by(l)- 
Hence, 
lf(T)dPqlf(r)dPGlf(T2)dP+lf((f)~)ll,/r,rldPgc,lf(T)dP+c, 
follows. 
Ad (1). By the special choice of c, we have 
No,zcm, (( -00. c+og ml”‘) = 0(m-H/3), (2) 
where ziy) = ( $)ii-jl, i, j = 1,. . . , ITI. Choose p E N2 and v E N, with v < I_L. Then writing 
% := c(log(log /z/log 16))‘/‘, tz E N,, we obtain, by (2), 
P(S&,, G a,,, . . . 7 Sf&,, G a,.) f P(S,‘,,. G aglIb,. . . 7 S&hl,l G a,/J 
= N,,,2,..lb( ( - 00, ck log m 1”‘) 
= O(m -8’3) = O((log +K’3), 
where m = log( $+)/log 16. This implies ( 11, since 
P( f ap > T) = ,z P( ‘T ap, T=v} G ,z P(S;h,.~a,,,...,S,;,,,,,.~a,.). •I 
,ql~ I*<$ 
Lemma 4.17. Let N, = (2’: i E Nl and N,, = b E RJ ,: v < rt/log II}. Tljen we hare 
1 o( n’(log n)(l--F), E > 0; n E R, 
C v’(i0g v)" = I O((log q+ ‘), &=O, a> -1, I' EN,, O(log log 12), E=O, a= -1, 
I O(l), E=O, a<-1. 
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Proof. Direct computation. Cl 
Lemma 4.18. lf .Rr’, 9 are u-algebras with 9 cd, then for A EJV, 
d(A, S?)=P(A A (P(AId?)> +I). 
Proof. See [7, Lemma 4.8(iit]. El 
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